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Some novel parallel schemes of genetic and adaptive partitioned random search algorithms are presented 
They are realised on Flosolver - NALs parallel computerplatform using C longuage. Petformance srudies 
and implementation aspects are discussed / 
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INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the Genetic Algorithms (GAS)’ are being 
stndied f a  their applications to optimisation problems. GAS 
are based on the mechanics of natural selection and genetics. 
Acting on the premise of snrvival of the fittesr, a population 
of possible solutions is combined in a manner, similar to 
mixing of chromosomes in a natural genetic system. The fittu 
population members pass on their strnctnres as ‘genes’ in far 
greater quantities than weaker solntions. The net effect is 
evolution of the population towards an optimum. The genetic 
algorithm is a search procedure, which uses random choice as 
a tool to guide a highly exploitative search through a coding 
of a parameter space. Due to the search being carried out 
simultaneously with m y  samples of the variables over 
several generations to obtain robust solutions, the computa- 
tional burden will be very high. Hence, it is necessary to use 
parallel computers to obtain fast solutions. In this paper, such 
schemes are developed and implemented on N K s  parallel 
computers. 
FEATURES OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS 
GAS search from a population of points and use only an 
objective function information. GAs use random transition 
rules to guide the search, but are not random search methods. 
Chromosomes 
They represent an encoding of information upon which a GA 
operates. Each chromosome consists of string of bits (binary 
0 or 1) from a set of more than two elements. 
Population and Fitness 
GA operates by maintaining a population of chromosomes. 
The population members are called individuals. Each indivi- 
dual is assigned a fitness based on object function value (FV). 
ReproduetionlCrossover~luta ion 
mating the top piece of one chromosome with the bottom 
piece of another at a crossover site. This operation efficiently 
builds new ideas from the best partial solutions of previous 
mals. Mutation is the random alteration of a bit in string 
position. 
For the problems in science and engineering, thereal numbers 
can be directly used with some modifications in crossover and 
mutation’. ’Ihe crossover may involve only averaging of the 
information. Muta!ion is also simple, in which a small noise 
is added to the information. 
NAL’s PARALLEL COMPUTER-FLOSOLVER 
’Ihe Flosolver Mk-3’ based on Intel 860 RISC microproces- 
sors has eight processors in dismbuted memory message- 
passing configuration, with 640 MFLOPS of peak computing 
power. Parallelizing codes on the Flosolver Mk3 is entirely 
user-driven, with the inter processor communication beiig 
handled by submutines in the Concurrent Executive (CCX) 
Library-a systemsoftware package. The availabilityof MFC 
(message passing coprocessor) and DMA (direct memnry 
access) chips on each processor board frees the CPU from 
most of the data transfer exercise. The CPU acts as the HOST 
processor (HP), whereas the other processing elements (PEs) 
run program as loaded on to them by the HOST which can 
also take part in the computations. The HOST can mn multiple 
programs at the same time, whereas the PES are limited to one 
program at a time. The HP rnns under the UNIX operating 
system and the PES run under the operating system Kernel 
calledrheMonim.TheHOSTacts as theuser-iiterfacc tothe 
machine and to all its CPUs. AU disk YO is handled through 
the HP. PEs route their data through the HOST for accessing 
disk. This is achieved easily by a set of CCX library subrou- 
tines. PEs have limited console VO facility that m y  be used 
for debugging purposes at rnn time. 
I n  this procms, individual miiigs arc cupid  according 10 heir 
objective the next gcneration. Members of newly r e p d u d  
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suings in a pool are mated at random. Each p& if strings 
undergoes crossover which randomly selects a site along the 
length of chromosome, and then splits each chmosome into 
two pieces at the site. The new chromosomes are formed by 
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Since GAS can work on population of points simdtaneously, 
their namal parallelism can make use of parallel processing. 
In GAS which work with floating p i n t  numbers, mutation and 
crossover routines are independent of each other and therefore 
these two can work in parallel. And similarly, the routine, 
which selects new samples, is also independent of other 
genetic processes in a particular generation, hence can be 
parallelized. A simple parallel algorithm which is imple- 
mented on two processors, can be developed by parallelizing 





